
Provides an analysis of broad populations and
specific interventions to identify the impact of
current initiatives or opportunities to improve
cost/utilization outcomes 
Creates an in-depth understanding of current
performance and identification of improvement
opportunities with meaningful financial impact 
Establishes a repeatable, comprehensive
approach to deliver statistically validated
insights that creates visibility to actual results
allowing management to make informed
decisions

Compares cohorts using a proprietary statistical model

Displays performance transparency of patient outcomes

Creates visibility to what is actually happening

Helps organizations make the right decision

achi's Impact Tracker gives teams statistically validated insights to measure the
true outcomes of targeted clinical interventions. This tool:

BENEFITS TO YOU

IMPACT TRACKER

IMPACT TRACKER



CONNECT THE DOTS FOR 
THE FULL PICTURE

Develop robust matching of
intervened and control patients
to address selection bias
Statistically evaluate and
quantify differences in cost and
utilization between matched
cohorts
Identify under-performers and
provide targeted
recommendations on how to
address challenges

A narrow or incomplete view of results can easily lead to the wrong conclusion,
often with strategic implications for clinical investments. The Impact Tracker is
your solution.

OUR APPROACH EXAMPLE USE CASES
Chronic condition
management / intervention
programs (e.g. diabetes,
hypertension) 
Annual Wellness Visits
Care management and
navigation programs
Social Determinants of Health
interventions

As a result, the
employer gained
transparency into the
performance of its
diabetes program. They
were equipped with the
data and direction
needed to make
informed decisions for
managing and expanding
the program, allowing for
better employee
outcomes and less system
spend.

Using our Impact Tracker, the
team uncovered statistically
validated insights into the
performance of the
diabetes management
program. This then led to the
identification of
cost/utilization opportunities
to better manage the diabetic
population and increase
program ROI.

Whether you pay for or deliver healthcare, achi accelerates your success by providing insights

and strategy you can act upon. Because when you need to get in front of value-based care,

action is the only option.

CASE 

STUDY

A $4B+ health system
wanted to lower
diabetes costs within
their self-funded
employee health plan
and assess the
impact of a diabetes
management
program on key
clinical and financial
outcomes.

CONTACT US

achisolutions.com

info@achisolutions.com

THE CHALLENGE PINPOINT THE OPPORTUNITIES FUEL THE MOMENTUM
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